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Health fee may
incr~ase $7
per semester
'

.

• Altman must approve the fe.e rise
by Pamela Englund
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The outcome of the UCF
Health Fee Setting Committee
on Wed. Oct. 17 was a recommendation to increase the fee
from $34.00 to $41.00.
This final hearing of the
committee was open to students in order to give them a
voice in the committee's decision. Only four students attended, three of whom work in
the Student Health Center.
The seven-dollar health fee
increase must be approved by
UCF President Steven
Altman, Vice President of Student Affairs Dr. LeVester
Tubbs and student body Presi- ·
dentJeffLaing before it can go

into effect.
The health fee will continue
to cover the cost of the Comprehensive Health Assessment
and Motivation Program
(CHAMP test) as well as X-ray
credits.
When asked if those two
benefits would be cut, Dr. John
Langdon, director of Student
Health Services replied, "Not
while I am here."
However, laboratory work
is no longer covered by the
health fee. Langdon also said
the displaced lab credits would
go to create new alcohol, drug
and AIDS awareness programs, as well as to support existing programs that serve all
see HEALTH FEE page 7

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Vice President Lee Tubbs (right) announced Thursday SG statutes were suspended and elections
are void. Student body Vice President Jason DiBona (left) and President Jeff Laing look on.

SG statutes ejected to stop
complaints in re-election
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

A GOOD SIGN
President Steven Altman recognizes the Environmental Society's
Adopt-a-Highway clean-up work on two miles of Alafaya Trail.

The vice president for Student Affairs suspended Student Government's statutes Thursday.
Vice President Lee Tubbs also disbanded the
recently elected student senate.
At a press conference
Thursday, he said new elections will be.held under guidelines by himself and student
body President Jeff Laing.
Tubbs said new elections
will be held as soon as possible,
but he would not specify a date.
In a memorandum to UCF
President Steven Altman, he
said elections will hopefully be
finished by Dec. 1.
'rubbs said he took action
after deciding that a new senate election could not be held
under the current election
statutes.
He said those statutes
would not allow SG or Student
Affairs to make any decisions
in future elections without
complaints.
Tubbs said he had the
choice of either suspending ~he

statutes or validating the election. He said
there was no evidence to support invalidating
the election.
"I had a reluctance to do that [validate the
election] on the basis of the fact that I did inject
some of my thoughts in an advisory capacity to
see STATUTES page 6

Minority programs pay,off; UCF minorities up 17 percent
by Rebecca Evans
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's minority enrollment has increased 17 percent this semester.
Minority scholarship funds have increased, too.
However, these students would not know this money
is available to them without UCF's commitment to
minority recruitment.
Many programs have helped to increase minority
enrollment this fall. Over the summer, a recruitment
phone-a-thon was held.
"Currently enrolled minority students called mi-

noricy high school students who had been accepted to
UCF and offered to answer any questions they might
have about financial aid, registration or student
organizations," Dr. Robert Belle, director of Minority
Student Services, said.
The Academic Enrichment Program offers minority high school students the chance to come to UCF
and go through a mock registration process.
"Scholarships are available for the students who
choose to attend UCF," Cecelia Rivers, director of
Special Programs, said. "This provides extra incentive."
Summer Career Modules allow 125 minority stu-

dents to spend a week during the summer living in
the dorms and attending specific presentations by
the college of their choice.
The Bridges to Success program works in cooperation with Valencia Community College and Lake
Sumter Community College to give graduating high
school seniors early o~ientation sessions.
Georgette Edmondson-Wright, assistant director
of Admissions, has been put in charge of minority
recruitment. She is working on ways to keep the rate
of minority enrollment rising.
see MINORITY page 3
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Taylor Dayne will perform at
EDITOR IN CHIEF

•

•
•

•

H~mecoming

Tickets will be free to students with a valid I.D.
They will.cost $8 for alumni and $10 for other guests.
The· capacity of the gym is approximately 2,000
.
Pop music artist Taylor Dayne will perform at people.
No reconpng devices such as video cameras, casUCF as the featured performer in the 1990 Homesette recorders or cameras will be allowed into the
coming concert.
Dayne, with special guest The Party, will take the show.
According to Danielle Czajkowski, president of
stage at 8 p.m. Nov. 9 in the UCF gymnasium.
Although the Campus Activities Board organizers CAB, $35,000, inclusive of technical expenses, was
are waiting for final approval of the performance paid to bring Payne to UCF. ·
Technical expenses include some lighting. and
contract, the concert has been confirmed.
Susan Bostetter, Student Center program direc- sound equipment, a stage, security and other operattor, said, ''We [CAB organizers] are 95 percent sure ing necessities.
The Student Government 1990-91 budget allotted
that Taylor Dayne will be coming to campus, pending
$49,400 of Activity and Service Fee money to the
any unforeseen circumstances."
Bostetter said the "anticipated date" that tickets Homecoming concert.
Every registered UCF student pays $3.90 per
will be available is Oct. 29 at the Student GoverncredithourofA&SF. The average student, enrolled in
ment Kiosk .
by Jamie Carte

3

12 credit hours, pays $58.50 a semester in A&SF.
Last year's Homecoming concert, which featured
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts, cost $45,000.
Bostetter said that even though the gym was a
- traditional place to have the concert, last year was an
exception.
.
The concert last year was moved outside and was
almost cancelled due to threats of bad weather.
There was no alternate location in case of rain because the gym was already reserved for another
event .
Bostetter said this year's concert was moved
inside so rain doesn't cancel the show.
Dayne's top ten hits include: "Tell it To My
Heart," "Prove Your Love," ''With Every Beat of My
Heart," "Don't Rush Me," "I'll Always Love You,"
"Love Will Lead You Back," "I'll Be Your Shelter" and
"Heart of Stone."

Fraternity celebrates
its s·t ate Conven.t ion
·w ith 9 other -schools
c

· by Heidi Steiner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alpha Phi Alpha celebrated
its State Convention with a
week full of activities promoting cultural awareness on
, campus.
The week's activities included a car wash, a church
service, a Culture Awareness
program calle'd "To Know Your
Future is to Know Your Past"
and Sweetheart Appreciation
Day.
Other activities were two
pageants: Miss Alpha Phi
Alpha and Miss Black and
Gold, a Gong Show, a State
Convention Jam, a fashion
show, a Step Show and ~
other Jam.
"The purp9se of the State
Convention is for undergraduates to meet the graduates get
advice and know help is oQt
there-like a networking project," Rodney Rackley, community service chairman, said.
Another reason for the
weekly activities was to inform
UCF and its students about

News

•

•

TIE ONE ON
UCF Air FOrce ROTC Angel Flight pledges (from left to right) Amy Mercado, Kim Sisto and Sandy
Erwin gave yellow ribbons away in support of the U.S. troops of Desert Shield.

MINORITY
FROM PAGE 1

"UCF's image in the minority community is relatively
poor," Edmondson-Wright
said. She said UCF has been
considered an all white school.
"If I can communicate
through brochures, high
school visits and other pres·entations, I can show [minority
students] what is available to
them here, and that will solve
some of the problems of per-

ception," she said.
she has met with 100 to 150
Edmondson-Wright also minority high school students;
said she wants to heighten
Edmondson-Wright is curUCF's visibility in the commu- rently working on a Senior's
nity. She travels to area high Day program. Minority high
schools for "Decision Days." school seniors from Osceola,
Minority students can sign up . Orange and Seminole counties
in their guidance offices to are invited to UCF between 9
attend Edmondson-Wright's a.m. and 1 p.m. Oct. 27.
presentations.
"This· day will showcase
"It's not a question of minor- opportunities for minority stuity students coming out [to dents who have interest in
UCFJ, but we're going into the UCF," she said. "It will let
high schools and presenting them see the kinds of proUCF right there," she said.
grams · and organizations
Iri the past two weeks, available to them at UCF in a
Edmondson-Wright estimates multicultural perspective."
1
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the fraternity.
"We wanted to show the
student body what the frat~r
nity is all about and the activities culminated with the State
Convention [Oct. 19 and 20],"
said Christopher McCray, director of Housing and Residence Life and advisor to the
fraternity.
"The topics discussed at the
convention center were on
community service projects
and the intake process,"
_McCray said.
The State Convention Jam
(Oct.19) consisted of meetings
at the Holiday Inn.
There was a public program
in the morning and a guest
speaker.
The colleges represented at
the convention were- Florida
A&M University, Florida
State University, the University of Florida, the University
of Miami, Bethun~-Cookman
College, St. Leo College, the
University of South Florida,
Florida Memorial in Miami
and Edward Waters College in
Jacksonville.

ary magazine publisned by
He has been featured on five
UCF, has copies of its latest albums, numerous radio
edition, Volume 17, No. 1 for shows and two public televisale in the Florida Review-of- sion concert specials.
fice located in HFA 451.
The magazine contains po- • WALK FOR THE NEEDY
etry and short stories chosen
Two walk-a-thons are takfrom the hundreds of submis- ing place Oct. 27.
sions received from all over the
The Second Harvest Food
world each term.
· Bank of Central Florida is
The cost is $4.50 per issue. holding its 8th Annual Hunger
Subscriptions are also avail- Walk, benefiting the food
able at the rate of $7.00 yearly bank.
(2 issues) or "$11.00 for two
The food bank collects food
• JSU MEETING
from the food industry and
The Jewish Student Union years.
through local food drives and
board recently met to discuss
programming and activities.
• DEL SUGGS ON GREEN distributes it to more than 250
The next JSU meeting is at
The Campus Activities Central Florida agencies that
7:30 p.m. Oct. 25 at SC 211.
Board is sponsoring Del Suggs feed the needy.
The walk-a-thon will be in
JSU is also planning a in concert at 11 a.m. Oct. 24 on
Winter
Park, and registration
Bowling Bash for Oct. 26. For the Green. Del Suggs is a
is
at
8:00
a.m. at St. John
information, contact Ana at singer/songwriter and recordLutheran Church, 1600 S.
366-3570 or Stephanie at 380- ing artist.
6722.
Suggs calls his music "salt- Orlando Ave.
For information con tact
water music," a combination of
Robynn
Sebastian at 295acoustic rock, blues, pop and
• LITERARY MAGAZINE
1066.
folk
music.
The FlorUla Review, a literThe UCF Cinematography
Association will be holding its
candidate presentations at
6:30 p.m. Oct. 25 in PC3-201.
Anyone interested is welcome
to run for office.
There will also be a screening of student films after the
presentations.
For information, call Connie at 658-4502 after 6 p.m.

Also, the American Cancer
Society, Florida Hospital Cancer Center, WFTV-Channel 9,
Disney's Pleasure· Island and
Star 101 are co-sponsoring a
"move-a-long-a-thon" Oct. 27
at Pleasure Island.
Participants are not limited
to walking; they can run or jog,
as long as they just keep moving.
The "move-a-long-a-thon"
will benefit the American
·
Cancer Society.
Registration . begins at 7
a.m. and starting time is 8:30
a.m. Call Laurie Fischer of the
American Cancer Society at
843-8680 for information.

· be held from 1 :30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. Wednesday at Seminole
·
Community College.
For reservations, call 7674190.
.
·
•MONEY FOR YOUR MUG

A travel magazine for college students, "Student Traveler," is looking for student
travvel photos ,for their "Your
Turn" department.
If they use the photo, they
will pay the student $250.
Send any humorous or intriguing pictures from recent
trip and the story behind it to:
"Student Traveler," Attn: L.
Leming, "Your Turn," 505
Market St.·, Knoxville, Tenn.
37902.
• PREMIER SPEAKER
Dr. Kenneth Blanchard, co~
Deadline for entries is Nov.
author of the best seller "The 19. The photo sent cannot be
One Minute Manager," will of- returned after it is printed.
The magazine is printed in
fer a seminar on increasing
productivity, profits and pros- the fall and spring of each
school year, and is distributed
perity.
The leadership seminar will to over 300 campuses.

4
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Committ~e

agrees unanimously to raise fee

by Tom Kopacz

Wednesday to recommend raising that
fee $1.25 per credit hour starting fall
semester.
.
· · The Activity and Service Fee Setting
If approved by UCF President SteCommittee agreed by a 6-0 vote ven Altman and the state Board of
Regents, the
A&SF will go
up to $5.15
p(}r credit
hour.
The
current fee,
$3.90
per
credit hour, is
the lowest in
.the state.
Altman
must submit
his recommendation to
the BOR by
Nov.1.
Eighty
percent of the
increase will
.___
___....___ _ _~-----M-ich-ael_P_oh-1/C-EN-TRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
help pay for
STAFF REPORTER

The Activity and Service Fee committee voted Wednesday to
raise the fee if President Altman and the BOR approve.

~~o~~:i~:~

dent Union.
The remainder of the increase will
pay for a planned mass transit system
to outlying parking lots, such as those
by the Fieldhouse.
The money will be placed in escrow
until the Union opens.
In its recommendation letter to
Altman, the committee will recommend that a minimum of $1 per each
student credit hour from all A&SF be
put toward programming at the Union.
It will also recommend a minimum
of25 cents per each student credit hour
be put toward funding the proposed
transit system, which will connect the
outer parking lots with the center of
campus.
For instance, a student taking 15
hours would pay $77.25 in A&SF per
semester.
Under the committee's recomm~n::
dation, a minimum of $15 from that
amount would go to the Union, with
$3. 75 going to the transit system .
The Student Center will be considered an auxiliary of the Union.

'We're going to have a building
whether we approve this or not," said
Bob Shafer, committee chairman.
"Two years down the road, what
we're going to have is, if there is no fee
increase, that money is going to be
taken out of the existing budget," he
said.
He said if that happens, existing
programs will be cut to pay for the
Union.
·
Gordon Miranda, one of four students on the committee, asked about a
waiver system that faculty member
Richard Cornell proposed.
In previous meetings, Cornell had
voiced concerns over whether students
suffering financial hardships could
afford the fee.
· Cornell said he understood such a
system was already in place for any fee,
but Ken Lawson, assistant vice president for Student Affairs, said he had
never heard of a student's A&SF.being
waived.
Shafer suggested recommending
that a system be put in place.

•

..

UCFTHEATRE
COSTUME RENTAL HOURS FOR HAbLOWEEN
MONDAY OCT 22 ............................ 9-llAM & 1-SPM
TUESDAY OCT 23 .................................................3-SPM
WEDNESDAY OCT 24 ....................... 9-llAM & 1-SPM
THURSDAY OCT 25 ......... :....................................3-SPM .
FRIDAY OCT 26.................................. 9-llAM & 1-SPM
MONDAY OCT 29 .............................. 9-llAM & 1-SPM
TUESDAY OCT 30................ ~ ................................3-SPM
CLOSED OCTOBER 31

TheBeautifulChoicem

Most costumes will rent for $5.00. Some more elaborate outfits will cost more. Be prepared to pay·
by check and present a valid UCF Identification Card at time of rental. Costumes must be returned
cleaned. The costume shop is room 116 of the University Theatre.

·,

'Attention all Active Student Organizations: .
Fill out an application to be the

Student Organization
of the Month·
•

The Student.Organization,of the MQnth will be
judged by the Student Body President and the
Studel)t Body Vice-President. Each
organization that wins will receive a 1/4 page
·ad In the Central Florida Future.

•

•
·•

Pick Up Applications in SC 155 and turn into.the SG Public ·Relations
Office. For More Information Call X2191 and ask for Dianne Goigel

•

•

e
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UCF makes computer system to aid

In language

man, Arabic and Russian. There are
plans to expand both the utility of the
programs and the language data bases
A UCF psychology professor, a sen- in use.
ior scientist and programmers at
The projects were tested this sumUCF's Institute of Simulation and mer 1n the UCF Creative School for
Training have developed a computer Children and are in some Orange
system to break the language barrier. County schools.
Computer Aided Language TechnolThe project is funded as a spinoff of
ogy is designed with the educator and a Florida High Technology Corporastudent in mind. The developers of this tion program in progress since early
project are Dr. Margaret H. Thomas of 1989.
the Psychology Department; Dr. Peter
CALT has been under development
Kincaid, research associate atIST; and for nearly a ye_ar.
several UCF and IST computer proThe cost of the program is $15,000,
grammers and students.
provided primarily by the Technology
The project team has approached "a Corpor ation and Florida Lottery
major publisher for developiqg a money.
courseware series for elementary
Thomas is the co-principle investor
school English as a second language for the Technology Corporation's proj-·
education."
ect. Thomas researched current learnThe project has also been refining a ing and teaching "language acquisition
program that will translate and ex- and cognitive psychology techniques." ·
plain several forms to non-English Based on military language training
speaking residents.
_
programs, the software frees teacher
Languages already included in some
programs are Spanish, French, Gersee CALT page 7
by Lara Gerofsky

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Photo courtesy of the Institute ior Simuiation anti Training

Dr. Peter Kincaid (left) and German Calderon discuss details of the Computer
Aided Language Technology project ~t Institute for Simulation and Training.

Computer system consists of 6 programs

KEMPER
-CHl.RO·PRACTl-c CLINIC
"Specializing in Neck, Back and Sports Injuries"

Two miles from U.C.F. on University at Dean Road
( In the Publix Center )

•

~

Insurance Accepted

10% discount on initial visit to students, f aculty , and

s~aff

Six different programs
have been developed for the
Computer Aided Language
Technology project on the
Macintosh, IBM and Apple
Ile series computers.
Four of them are: Picture
This, Survive, Forms Trans::lator Assistant and Instructional Development in Simplified English.
"Picture This" is the result
of work with Elia Pedrero, a
teacher on loan to the IST
team who recorded one of the
program's master voices. It
uses pictures and voice to

teach English, rather than
using words.
Using the program is as
simple as moving . a mouse
around a screen. The child
chooses a picture that matches
the spoken 'word.
A correct answer rewards
the child with the picture of a
dog that barks and wags its
tail. A wrong answer prompts a
gentle "no" and the computer
asks again.
Tb,e "Survive" language
educator also has a native
see PROGRAMS page 7

~~CAB~
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

.
Friday,
November 2, 1990
8:00 p.m.
SCA
Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT CENTER
and check out the latest PONTIAC cars. Win
tickets, t-shirts and enter a sweepstakes for a
chance to win a PONTIAC Sunbird Convertible.

•

l@I

TICKETS:

PERCENTAGE OF PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT SADD

•

General seating in the SCA
Must have ticket
Tickets available at the Kiosk Oct 22
Valid Student ID required to pick up ticket
One ticket per student
LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS AVAILABLE

U.S.CONCEPTSINC.

~i7J~
GMAC

vPONTIAC

~.
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he did not see the logic in the
decision.
"It just seems that he has
FROM PAGE 1 .
FROM PAGE 1
ruled that Student Government and the rights of the
the Judicial Council along disadvantage and there would
students shall be decided by
those lines," he said. ·
be no way to appeal that."
essentially an oligarchy," he
"My office, along with the
Taylor said he had not desaid.
executive branch of Student cided whether he would run
·"This decision necessarily
Government, will be respon- again or not and would not do
creates a monarchy in Student
sible for selecting students ... to so until he had seen the rules
Government," Mann said.
work the polls along with for the new election.
"All hail LeVester the
[representatives of] the
David Mann, who lost an
·
First,"
Brett said.
League of Women Voters," appeal of the elections, said
Taylor said he thought all
Tubbs said.
Tubbs' decision set a bad
students should file formal
Tubbs said those students precedent.
grievances against Tubbs.
would not be called "election
"It says that anytime it's
"If we as students let this
commissioners," but would convenient to do so the adminitype of juvenile 'change the
perform similar duties.
stration will see fit to suspend
rules because things don't go
Tubbs said he could not the rules and procedures to
my way behavior prevail on
accept the SG interim Judicial protect [the students] ... [and]
campus, we are as guilty as
Council's recommendation ofa their rights and I think any:.
Lee Tubbs of denying all stuNov. 13-15 election because of time that's done, the students
dents' due process and full
logistical problems antl a pos- will lose faith in their adminisrepresentation," he said.
sible conflict with the Nov. 6 trators," he said.
Student body President Jeff
"Suspension of the statutes
general election for the League
Laing
said he deplored the fact
of Women Voters.
was completely unnecessary,"
that student organizations
Tubbs said appeals -of the Mann said."There is no probcannot get money from the
new election would be heard lem with the statutes. The
senate.
either by' the .Student Affairs problem was with the fact that
"Because of the problems
Review Board, consisting of they weren't followed."
the-y've had [getting funding],
faculty, staff and students, or
Mann suggested calling the
the-y're virtually ready to shut
by a similar ad hoc committee old student senate back into
down themselves," he said.
session to pass a reapportionappointed by his office.
The senate's Clubs and
He said appeals will be lim- ment bill and confirm new
Organizations
Committee alited to two areas: voter fraud election commissioners.
locates money to clubs as does
According to section 302.1 of .
and rules violations giving one
the senate.
candidate :;i. clear · advantage. the now-suspended statutes,
He said voter fraud would be · - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...,---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -"
the only justification for a new
election.
Major rules violations could
result in a new election for one
seat.
At an informal senate meeting Thursday, Jason DiBona,
student body vice president,
said two seats would be added
for the new election.
One will be added in the
College of Health and Professional Studies, and the other
in Liberal Studies.
Tubbs also said seats eventually will be taken away from
the colleges of Business and
Engineering because both are
overrepresented according to
last fall's student enrollment
totals. '
Engineering currently has
eight senate seats. Business
has 12 seats.
Because Engineering seat 4
is vacant, it will not be filled,
DiBona said.
The extra Business seat will
disappear when one of the
senators elected in the new
election drops out.
In the memo to Altman,
Tubqs said his plan would.
provide maximum benefit to
both the senate candidates
and to UCF.
In the same memo, he said
SG will work with his office to
make allocations to student
organizations in cases of
extraordinary need.
''This may be done through
forum seeking student input
similar to a town meeting," he
wrote.
Tubbs said he considered
the election fair to all parties
involved because nobody but
the candidates complained
about being disadvantaged by
the statute violations in the
first election.
The action by Tubbs is the
second such action in the state
of Florid~ within the past year.
In November 1989, the student senate at the University
of South Florida was dissolved
by USF President Francis T.
Borkowski, who also revoked
that school's SG constitution.
According to Wes Platt, editor in chief of the USF Oracle,
a new constitution has not .
been approved since then,

STATUTES

REACTIONS

student senators' terms run
from when they are installed,
either by popular election or
executive appointment, until
the next election.
"If you do it according to the
constitution and ... the rules, it
wouldn't add any bureaucracy,
it would simply be done by the ·
process that has been set up to

protect the students," Mann
said.
"I hope everything does
turn out fairly, but it seems to
me that the issues involved
here are definitely negative for
the future of the students on
this campus," he said.
Another _candidate in the
old election, Derek Brett, said

•

•
•
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•
HEALTH FEE
FROM PAGE 1

•

students.
According to Ashton Myers,
Student Health Center Coordinator of Administrative
Services, some of the money
will be used for "general repairs and replacements" of the
Student Health Center equipment, repairs which he said

CALT
FROM PAGE 5

time and lets children set their
own pace.
Kincaid, .who has been a
senior research scientist at
ISTfor two years, said he chose
to contribute to this project.
"On several computer systems most of the technology
used just recently became
cheap," he said.
CALT utilizes "cheap corn~

7

are long overdue.
James G. Smith, university
budget director, attended the
hearing and said he was concerned with the $70,000 overdraft the Student Health Center has generated.
Smith said he feels the
health fee increase will eliminate the deficit and allow for
money to be put in savings for
any emergencies the Student
Health Center may encounter.
"As a free-standing auxil-

iary, we are responsible for the
cost of the buildings," Langdon
said.
For instance, in the event of
a tornado or other natural disaster which would destroy the
building, the money to replace
the facility would come from
health fee money.
The health fee hike will also
allow the Student Heaith ·
Center to take on ene more
part time physician and a fulltime nurse practitioner to help

curb the overflow of students
seeking care·. Accesibility to
health care facilities was one
of Langdon's major concerns.
He said he feels that to improve accessibility to programs, the staff must be increased..
The committee members
were looking to the future
when they considered the
seven-dollar health fee increase.
Last year 26,000 students .

made use of the Student
Health Center facilities, and
more are expected to use them
this year.
In order to provide better
health care and.health awareness programs, the committee
will organize a five-year plan.
To accommodate more students, the plan will likely inelude an increase in health
care staff and expansions of
the Student Health Center examining rooms.

putermemory, voice interpreters and hypercard," Kincaid
said.
These things make the system interactive and permit
students to study language in
a dynamic situation.
Tape . players, the traditional method, require teacher
supervision because the
teacher is the one identifying
incorrect pronunciation, not
the machine.
That method necessitates
small classes and has become

less feasible in recent years
due to the dramatic increase in
school populations in the country.
The voice interface, which
handles both recording the
native speaker and then recording a student using the
program, works at a highly efficient listening speed of
12,000 samples per second.
Dr. Finley TayloT has been
working with Kincaid and
Thomas to utilize the software
in UCF's Foreign Language

Department "in the near future."
Kincaid said the IST project
has been "specifically trying to
cooperate with [the Foreign
Language Department]."
Taylor said the Foreign
Language Department is involved in several IST projects,
including a voice-activated
translator system in the planning stages and the completed
CALT project.
For one of the first tests of
the CALT system, a German

proficiency exam was programmed into the computer.
Aside from the standard
read-and-translate questions,
the computer was given passing marks in handling recording and in playing back a verbal section, improving the
placement process.
Kincaid said he sees several
things happening to the project now that it is past the testing phases and ready for commercial or widespread classroom use.

PROGRAMS
FROM PAGE 5

speaker's voice.
It is stored and replayed in
scenarios programmed into an
IBM PC-compatible, Macintosh or Apple Ile series computer.
The voice is played to the
student, who repeats it back.
The computer stores . the
student's response in a comparison file.
Then the students can play
their responses back-to-back
with the recording and can
hear the differences. _

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD-A 2:00-4:00· . POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE-R
6:00-8:00-10:00 (FRI & SAT AT MIDNIGHl) 2:004 :20-7:00-9:30
MARKED FOR DEATH-A•
WELCOME HOME ROXY-PG-13•
2:10-4:35-7:30·9:50
2:054:05-6:05-8:05-10:05
DEATH WARRANT-A
.
MARKED FOR DEATH-R•
2:20-4:20.6:20-8:20.10:20
2:104:35-7:30-9:50
ARACHNOPHOBIA-PG13
MEMPHIS BELLE-PG-13•
2:30-5:00. 7:30-9:45
.
2:20-5:00-7:30-9:50
GOODFELLAS-R 2:30-6:30.9:30
GHOST-PG13
FUNNY ABOUT LOVE-PG 13•
1:554:30-7:15-9:45
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
QUIGLEY DOWN UNDER-PG-13
NARROW MARGIN-R
2:30-5:20-7:50-10:10
2:00-4:00.6:00-8:00.1 0:00
GOODFELLAS-R
PACIFIC HEIGHTS-A 2:30.5:00-7:15-9:30
2:30-6:30-9:30
WELCOME HOME ROXY-PG-13• '
'INDICATES PASSES AND SUPER
2:05-4:05-6:05·8:05-10:05
TUESDAY SUSPENDED.
MEMPHIS BELLE-PG-13• 2:15-4:30'7:15-9:40

SUPER TUESDAY IS BACK!
ALL SEATS • ALL SHOWS

$3 • 00

You can

to. an

Orlando Premiere
•

SHOWING
Wednesday, October 24
8:00 p.m.
You could win a pair of tickets to a special advance showing of "WHITE PA.LACE" courtesy of
The Central Florida Future.
Trivia Question: What '70s cult film I musical
did Susan Sarandon star in with Tim Curry?
Just stop by· the Future news office (located next
to the health center on campus) today only and
write down the answer to the trivia question to
win ·your free tickets.
·
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded on
a first-come, first-served basis.

0

.• •

-· ·

Dr. Tllbbs·excludes
democracy and
choice from S.G.
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WHAT·r£a?GE &SH 5AID

According to the preamble to the UCF student
body constitution, Student Government was established so students could "maintain the benefits of
constitutional liberty."
Apparently, those benefits exist only so long as the
UCF Administration wants us to have them.
Lee Tubbs, vice president for Student Affairs,
suspended SG statutes because he felt a new election
could not be held in the framework of the statutes or
the decision by the interim SG Judicial Council
approved by his office.
Instead, he suspended them, disbanded the new
senate and placed all power and budgeting authority_
in the cherubic persona of student body President
Jeff Laing. (Sharp-eyed movie-goers will ecognize
the prelude to George Lucas' Star Wars trilogy-as
well as to many dictatorships.)
And then Tubbs said there will be new student
senate elections, ''hopefully... by Dec.1." He said elections will be run under rules made up by himself and
Laing.
The elections could have been held under both the
statutes and the decision, although the latter would
have to have been changed in two ways.
First, complete reapportionment would have been
This past week the state of Israel once again
unfair to the College of Business representative who
would have been bumped: Therefore, the current showed its arrogance by completely refusing to host
reapportionment "plan" is fair.
a U.N. mission to the occupied territories, as required
Next, according to the now-suspended statutes, by the U.N. resolution.
·
students cannot petition to run in a new election if
The United Nations, like always (when it comes to
they did not run in the first one. Tubbs could have Israel), softly whimpered and then decided to scrap
made that modification, with the understanding that the mission to Israel, stating that its representatives
students could have petitioned for the two new senate will not get the proper "respect" and protocol that
·
seats.
they deserve.
However, a unilateral takeover is unnecessary
This decision made by Secretary General Javier
and unwarited. The student body never saw Tubbs' Prez de Cueller was utterly ridiculous, especially
name on its presidential ballot.
when one considers the standards on which the
Tubbs said Thursday the statutes will be rein- United Nations is based. After all the main function
stated after the elections- and any subsequent ap- of the United Nations is to establish peace and prepeals are completed-again, "hopefully."
serve human rights. It is not the currying of favor.
What is this, Chile? Has the CIA suddenly faciliThis decision provided more proof to the long-suftated a coup d'universit~ to remove subversive left- fering Palestinians that the United Nations is not
wing elements (Don Taylor, David Mann, etc ... ) from willing to do anything beyond the passing of resoluSG? This smacks of censorship of ideas.
tions that will never be implemented.
Student Government is designed as preparation
It also proves that the members of the United
for the real world. It is not the real thing. In the real Nations Organization are guilty of exploiting the
world, a military coup would be met with protest and august body for their own personal gains.
insurrection.
Ifthe United Nations is a productive international
Violence in this case would be illegal. That does not forum, and wishes to remain one, then its members
stop UCF students from going to the Student Affairs will have to stop "policy discrimination" and the
suite and shutting it down with a sit-in. (In fact, a sit- ·application of double standards to similar problems.
in has been suggested for Tuesday , Oct. 23.)
The United Nations does not earn the right ·to force
Where shall this tyranny end? If the officials Iraq to accept its resolutions while letting Israel spit
would realize that no pain would result from new in the face of the international community.
elections, and everyone would then go away, perhaps
President George Bush himself proclaimed that
then they would allow the elections to happen.
"no state can be above international law." If there is
Voltaire summed up by writing, ''The best govern- verity to this claim, why has he not pressured Israel
ment is a benevolent tyranny tempered by an occa- to abide by the laws of the international community
sional.assassination."
he claims to protect.
President Bush is trying to assume the leadership

Israel refuses United Nations

l lltllllllllfil

role in the Arab world by his campaign against the
occupation ofKuwait. But is ignoring the "occupation
of Palestine" leader-ship.
Iraq and Israel are both lawbreakers and shoulq,
be dealt with accordingly. Otherwise President Bush
would be proved a hypocrite.
When they are brutalized by the right-wing policies of an occupying state, they are ignored, and
thought of as less than human.
When they appeal to the international community
for assistance, they are patronized by hollow rhetoric
and worthless resolutions.
When they attempt to fig}lt for the right of self
determination, they branded as terrorists.
The cancelation of the U. N. mission to Israel
leaves the Palestinian with no choice but to protect
themselve.s by any means possible, even if that
means pitting stones against tanks and automatic
weapons.
Even now, when all have witnessed the ignorant
and unethical behavior of the Israeli government and
the resultant manifestations ofviolence in Palestine,
nothing has been done. The United Nations refuses to
do anything concrete about the root·of many of the
problems in the Middle East, the occupation of J;>ales:
tine by Israel. If peace is to be achieved, then the
United Nations will have to be utilized as a mediator.
Shayan Elahi is a freshman studing pre-law.
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• UCF SIT·IN PLANNED

Editor:
The King lives at UCF, and it
sure ain't Elvis. UCF's new King is
Dr. Levester Tubbs, vice-president of Student Affairs. His kingdom is Student Government.
The students of UCF are now
without a representative government. For those that cared to
participate, SG was an excellent
means of achieving a political
voice. This voice-is now dead.
Dr. Tubbs has for all intents and
purposes abolished SG.
SG now consists of two people:
Dr. Tubbs and Student Body
President Jeff Laing.
All this came about because of a
botched election. The Judicial
Council ruled last week that new
elections should be held Nov. 1315, but Dr. Tubbs rejected this
ruling and now has decided to rewrite the election statutes and
hold the election when he sees fit.

He also plans to hand pick an
appeals panel offaculty, staff, and
students that will here all SG related grievances. This panel will
not ensure due proces$, and,
moreover, SG should not be run or
be represented·by Faculty, Staff,
Administrators or Dr. Tubbs.
The students of UCF must now
take a stand, seize the power and
A&SF fees ($ 1.8 million) that are
rightfully theirs and call for self- ·
determination.
On Tuesday a sit-in will be held
in the administration building.
Anyone interested in participating should meet at 2 p.m. at the
stage area of the reflecting pond,
directly behind the admin. building. The sit-in will last 30 minutes
and will take place in front of the
door of the Student Affairs Office,
on the second floor. Participate!
Lance Turner
liberal studies

• CULTURAL AWARENESS

Editor:
Perhaps many of you n,oticed
something different on Oct. 9 on
the Kiosk bill board at the University entrance through Alafaya
.Trail. During that week, Hispanic
Awareness Week, the Hispanic
American Student Association
requested that the bill board would
read, "THIS IS HISPANIC
AWARENESS WEEK" But instead, the bill board read, "THIS IS
SPIC AWARENESS WEEK"
The police have opened an investigation, but have no suspects. I
can't believe that someone would
stoop so low for something they
don't understand. It is just another
example of a part of society that
does not want to integrate other
cultures and share with them, new
different ideas and emotions.

..
•

•

•
•
•

•

Michelle Scharer
zoology

•
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by Charles Rudd
· l-IEY DOIN' MATH HOM~WOR.K? COOL!
I'M (,l/10 TO SEE YOU'RE FINAllY
TAKING mis SEMES T£R SERIOUSLY.
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Equality. equals disparity in U.S. health care
Dear Gentle Reader,
For the past few months I have been bemoaning
the issues that befall our country and our community
of scholars in this the hallowed pages of this peerless
paper ( a much better paper than the hailed pages of
the USF daily schlock piece).
The purpose of this column and of the many others
I have done, has not been as much the derogation of
the status quo, as it has been."'1' questioning of the
reasoning behind the enforcement ofvarious policies.
Just because a situation exists doesn't necessarily
mean that the said situation is just or good for the
community. A priori assumptions just don't make the
grade.
·
Because we live in a republic that aspires to various democratic principles, it behooves me to question
the very nature of policies that are unevenly applied
or even appear unjust.
Politics is not about getting exactly what you pay
for as it is th,e derivation of equal treatment for what
may seem to be uneven payments.
Political rewards should not be handed out on the
basis of affluence, power, or spite.
Any bestowal of political remuneration that is not

equal for all is detrimental to all.
What is good for General Motors is not necessarily
good for the United States.
The. question then becomes what is necessary for
the political health of our c0untry, and what will help
our country in its search for equality for all.
Already, the concept of equal education has made
a comeback in this nation, even tho¥gh this generally
means equally shoddy education at the elementary,
middle, and high school levels.
However, if we are to consider all people equal in
the development of their ability to function as equals,
or at least as close to equal as possible, shouldn't we
consider the need for the assurance of the ability to
function as equals.
Wouldn't the assurance of equal medical care for
all go a great deal in making this, the United States,
kinder, gentler nation?
But how would we know what·a kinder, gentler
nation would look like? _
Well, one could look north to our friendly _neighbors in Canada.
Canada has one of the finest medical systems in
the world, in that it proviqes results while costing the
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fee payer minimally.
In comparison with the United States, which
spends 11.2 percent of its gross national product on
health care, the Canadian system pays out only 8.6
percent of its gross national product.
And not only does it save money, there is the
virtual assurance that an individual, no matter how
destitute he or she is, will not fall into the cracks of
the health care system.
·What does this mean for the ~verage Canadian?
Essentially it is assurance that he or she will be cared
for, in a .similar fashion to their U.S. counter-part,
without the possibility of mortgaging of their future
for the sake of an aberration of health.
And what does our system mean for the average
American? It equals a system where the well-off
receive the good health care and the rest of us are left
to hope we don't get sick.

The.terrifying tale of tl~8 Watermelon Baby

ltllWf!llllltlll

Ok, youngsters. Gather 'round your old
Uncle Dave, and I'll tell you the True Halloween Horror Story about the time my
friend Don put his wife's tights on his head.
This was my idea. It was the Halloween
of1978, and the community where I lived
had decided to hold a party where the
neighborhood children would have some
traditional Halloween fun such as bobbing
for apples, the theory being that they'd do
less traditional Halloween property damage if their lungs were full of water. The
highlight of this party, I was going to tell
the terrifying story of the Watermelon
Baby.
I learned the Watermelon Baby story
when I was a counselor at a place called
Camp Sharparoon. My group, consisting of
9-year-old boys, went by the Indian name
"Schaghticokes" (pronolinced SCAT-acooks), which I believe is the Indian name
for "boys who are too scared to go out to the
latrine in the wood~ at night." On camping
trips, our primary wilderness pioneer activity was hanging blankets out to dry, the
result being that there was no wildlife for 200 miles
downwind of our campsite.
This was my fault. Each night we'd gather around
the campfire and roast marshmellows as the forest
became dark and silent, except for the whisper of the
wind in the majestic 200-foot pine trees and the
occasional distinctive cry of a "Schaghticoke" attempting to eat a marshmellow that was still on fire.
Then I'd tell a campfire story, which always starred
some evil carnivorous nocturnal mutant creature
with a name like the Snake Witch, or the Toad man,
or the Giant Fanged Pine Cone Of Death. Naturally,
I'd always point out that this creature was known to
stalk around in the VERY WOODS where we were
camping. As I described the horrible things if did to
_people a11d their various internal organs, my voice
would get quieter and quieter, until the boys were
leaning forward with eyes the size of personal pan

there, in the window behind me, would
appear :THE ACTUAL WATERMELON
BABY.
The role of the Watermelon Baby was
to be played by my friend Don Macpher-.
son, who met the two major dramatic
·
qualifications:
1. He was around.
2. He had a few beers in him.
To give Don a giant head, I hit upon
the idea of borrowing a pair of green
tights from his wife, Pat, stuffing one leg
with an entire wadded-up Sunday edi- ·
tion of The New York Times, and then
pull!ng it over Don's head. Don's concern
at this point was that as much as a man
with newspaper-stuffed tights on his
head. Pat and I tried to reassure him he
was indeed very impressive, but this was
difficult inasmuch as we were lying on
the kitchen floor face-down in puddles of
laughter-induced drpol.
But finally I talked him into going to
the Halloween party site, where he hid
ou~side while I went in to tell the story.
Many children were there, and I soon
had them spellbound, ready to explode
with terror. At exactly the right dramatic
moment I made the Secret Hand Gesture, and there, in the window behind
me, was, nothing.
pizzas, and my voice would drop to an ominous
So I made a more obvious gesture. Still nothing.
whisper and ... LOOK OUT!! THERE IT IS!!!
This did not make for effective drama. It was as if, at
Then I'd wash up and brush my teeth while I the crucial moment in the movie,"Jaws," when you're
waited for the boys to climb back down from the tops finally going to see the monstrous creature after all
of the majestic 200-foot pine trees, after which they'd the dramatic buildup and the spooky mu~ic, the dark
go to bed, although they would probably never actu- water parted and out had popped: Kermit the frog. I
ally sleep again for the remainder of their lives. As a was waving my arms like a man under attack by
counselor, you'd like to think you've had an impact on hornets, and the children were snickering, and the
young people.
window was empty, and somewhere out there, stumAnyway, the best Camp Sharparoon story of all bling around in the night, was the Watermelon Baby,
. was the one about the Watermelon Baby. This was a whose vision had came completely obscured by the
monster that looked semi-human except it had a Arts and Entertainment section.
huge head and went around eating everything, sort of
So, as you youngsters can imagine, old Uncle Dave
like Sen. Edward Kennedy. For some reason this wound up looking like a total buckethead. But.don't
story always drove the Schaghticokes to new altitude laugh too hard, Watermelon Don is STILL OUT
records, and so years later I decided to tell it at the THERE somewhere, lurching around. He might even
community Halloween party. To make it REALLY be RIGHT IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD. And I bet
scary, I devised a Secret Code Hand Gesture, and by now he's VERY annoyed.

SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team our camping trip is on Nov. 16,17,&18. Beach, bike, St.
Augustine. Join usll! Mtgs. are Wed. at 5pm
in the HAG Call X35841 for more SWAT info.
Tau Beta Sigma
To our beloved K.Kq> brothers,
The time has come for us to STRIP
our secret identity and EXPOSE our
true selves to you I Are you as
excited as we are? If so, meet us
on Sat. October 27 (time will be
posted in the RH) at the Rehearsal Hall
for the GRAND UNVEILING I
You will NOT be disappointed I
Love, The Sisters of Zeta Psi.

Apts across from UCF. Extras. Move 1n
specials! $420-$445 2/2 balcony some
washer/dryer, some with new carpet. All
appliances. 678-7185

Environmental Society
Meetings every Mon 5pm Join us for Adopt-AHighway cleanup, Halloween Party and much
morel fun, Fun, Funl
Baptist Campus Ministry
Listen to a story about BCM; Three good
friends named Dean, Dave and Jim; They
said the SOL is the place we ought to be; So
they loaded up the jeep and headed for the
B...BCM that 1s111 Sit a spell ~ enioy Knight Lite
this Thursday night at? in the SOL! Y'all come
back now, Y'hearl

Delta Upsilon Kappa
Congratulations to the new student regent
honorable Ross Wolf, from ~UK. Actives, I
believe we have a new pledge. Next meeting
TBA soon.

UCF area 2.5 acres 1.5 miles SW of college
campus, 1 block from New Univ. HS-Mobile
home possible. Must sell 24900 TERMS 407695-3080

Sigma Phi Epsilon
JU, thanks for an awesome Jungle Social.
Pat, learn to hang up a phone. 8-boys on the
move! Wayne a football star? Put it on the wall
Baby! Andy and Mike, the dynamic duo?
Pebbles, did you help John clean his car? If
you need any advice call Gilstrap. Pledges hit
the book, grades are your #1 priority. We're
Sig-Ep ...you're not.

Male professional to share 28r/2Ba condo.
M/F liberal, Non-smoker
Pool, Tennis, W/D, etc...$275, small deposit.
365-9604

1982 Dodge Challenger
5 speed, power steering and
power brakes. $1 ,300 OBO
Call Matt 671-1139

Ann & Nancy need a roommate! FINS own
room, own bath 1Omin. from UCF. Quiet but
fun! Call for mere info 677-1841

-Bedroom furniture, pictures, lamps, assorted
misc. , dinette-new$500, sell $175, mirror,
1967 Ghia, 671-3428

Male to share 2bdroom apt 1 mile from UCF.
$220 + 1/2util. Pool, tennis & laundry on
premises. ASAP 658-9063 night 658-5116
day (lee)

Nikon 8008 still under warranty.
Almost new $425.00. Call Mike at work 8232601 or evenings at home 679-3870

M/F 2BR 2 1/2Bath $299/mo. + 1/2 utilities,
Winter Park area. Close to UCF. Call Titoa@
677-0984.

AM/FM Cass Car Stereo +Graphic Equalizer,
Call SVEN 275-3994, $100

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRYStudents, Staff, Faculty all invited.
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr.
RM 214, Wed. Noon Dr. Ashmun Brown

Roommates by Nov. 5 312 $137 + 1/2 util. Call
Gina 277-1468 or 678-4804.

American Production and Inventory Control Society
Don't just graduate with a Diploma!
Give yourself and extra edge
-Meet professionals-Learn important management skillsJoin APICS-Call Mr. Pullin 281-5673
Best Fundra1ser On-Campus! Looking for a
fraternity, sorority or student organization that
would like to earn $50-$1,000 for a one-week
on-campus marketing project. Must be organ·
ized and hardworking. Call Lisa G. at (800)
592-2121.

Roommate wanted. New 2Br 28th Apt.
Bishop Park 436 & Aloma $315.00 mth. plus
1/2 uti11t1es . Please call till 3:00pm 646-5089
831-0158 eves
Female non-smoker wanted to share 2 bedroom , 1 112 bath duplex starting Spnng
Semester. Forsyth & University Blvd area.
$250/mth, utilities included. Call 679-1279.

Jewish Student Union now encouraging new
membership. We are social, cultural and educational (This includes entertainment and
fun). All invited next meeting Oct. 25, Room
211 at 7:30. Info at 366-3570 or 380:6722

Looking for easygoing roommate to share 2br/
2bth apt near UCF. $250/mo. + 1/2 utilities
include W/D, pool, racquetball & more. Call
Joan, 823-9949 for more info.
Thanks Gene for having Joe on your show.
Everyone go th the A.D. get some UCF
threads and support a great school. We will
have more specialty shirts made for the next
game. Cyal
RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.
Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684
JMJ LIFE CENTER, 603 Virginia Dr.
Free pregnancy test & referrals.
8~8-5751

Cute, but shy fun loving SWM 24yrs. is seeking
a nice SWF to get to know and spend time
with. I enioy swimming, sailing, movies, romance. Take a chance you won't regret it.
LH 00055

My dearest Jennie,
I just want'you to know how much you mean to
me. I Love You very much! More than you'll
ever know.
Forever & Always,
Terron

1973AMC Hornet
Runs good, new tires
3-spd/column $600 OBO
Call Tim @ 679-7120 (lv Msg)
1984 Camaro AT VS Dark power windows
68000 mi $2000. 366-3704
86 Chevy Celebrity good cond1t1on $3500
080 857-3123 after 5pm 876-1342

Female needed to share 2bdr/2bath $230/
mo. + 112 util. Call 671-8408

1987 Honda CRX Si, 5-speed, 44,000 miles,
Sunroof, A/C, AM/FM cassette, extd. warranty, $6300 080, 658-8556

Roommate wanted to share 4 bed 3bath
house 1O min. from UCF all amenities possible. Cail James 696-5365

1987 Toyota Tercel, 2 door, new brakes/tires,
AM/FM/cassette with equalizer, cloth seats
647-8036

Angel Flight
There is a Halloween Party Fri . Call Det. for
more info. Also the Annual Tea at Capt.
Cannon's house from 2-4. Sunday Dress
Please. Pledges welcome!! Be there.
UCF Surf Club
Congratulations Surf Tearn on your victory at
the NSSA Season Opener in St. Augustine.
Thanx to everyone who came to show support. Meetings Wed. at 8:30 in the Wild Pizza
with some new surf flies to follow. Call Andy or
John at 275-6296 or Kevin at 380-3949 for
more info.

WORDSMITH:Term Papers, Tlieses, Dissertations, Resumes, Word Perfect Word Processor. Reasonable rates. 904-532-2279

LSAT course-begin now for Dec. test
Superior results
Payment Plan, Taught by Law Testing
Specialist-Michael Tierney 897-3300

SEX! SEX! SEX!
Now that I've got your attention Greeks &
Clubs, do you want to stand out or have a
promo event soon? Call Asylum Printing for
inexpensive eye-catching T-Shirts , shorts,
etc. University based student owner & rep.
Call 862-3971

Roommate wanted for rest of Fall semester
?mi from UCF $170/mo 677-1516

ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, proposals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & delivery. 695-1917

Help Wanted for Winter Park Apt
community. Some sales exp. helpful
20hrs. per week great starting payopportunity for advancement. Call
671-4001

Camera-Minolta X-370 50mm lens, dedicated
Vivitar flash, filters, hood, cleaning Kit-$195.
Call Mike 679-3870 or 275-2601
Assume No Qualify, $1500 down. 3yr old
2bdrm 2 1/2 bath. All appliances, washer/
dryer, ceiling fans, brand new carpeting.
Close to UCF. Split$575/mo with roommates
and still own. Call 658-8075.

Alpha Kappa Psi
Congrats on great job Oct. 17 & credit card
sale thanks to van drivers for Executive Center
Great meeting w/ AKPsi President Altman
Resume Workshop Oct. 24 Keep up the super
work!

Travel Sales Representative
Wanted, outgoing, aggressive, self-motivated
individuals or groups to market Winter and
Spring Break trips on campus. For more
information call Student Travel Services at 1800-648-4849.

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/laser
printing.

Attenllon Guys!
A Parisian is going to turn 23 next Sunday so
don't forget to be at the party. Lisa
Brian, Thanks for making the last month fantastic! I hope it's been as good for you as it has
for me. You've hit the Bulls-eye of my heart.
Love Ya Hon! KC

•

Hi Dr. Altman! Happy Birthday, 'from
President's Leadership Council

Fast * Professional * Accurate
KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25/2.50 678-6735
Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Call

Barbie, Sorry I haven't seen much of you
lately. My cousin came to town. I had to spend
the weekend w/h1m. I'll make 1t up to you on
Wed.@ the Del Suggs concert@ 11 am on the
green. XXXOOOXXX Brett. P.S. I love you
dearly, Barbie. Me

FRENCH: TYPING/TUTORING 568-1219

Large 212. w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657.

National Marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2,500 per semester.
Must be organized hardworking and money
motivated. Call Marcy C. at (800) 592-2121 .

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.

ATIENTION: Excellent income
for home assembly work.
504-646-1700. DE PT. P307

2 bdrm 2.5 bath townhome near UCF no pets
$450 Prud Gallagher Prop. Call Denis 4231627 or 644-5385

Childcare for newborn baby, partime MWF
8am-12pm, my home, Alta. Springs References Required 862-9531

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045
Fast, accurate typing. While-U-Wa1t & same
day service avail. 895-7189
Term papers typed $1.50 per page
Call Ally Fast/Accurate! 281 -4642
TERM PAPERS - Professionally
wordprocessed by GAB Enterprisesexpenenced staff. Student Discount
678-5048

Brett, I talked to your cousin last night on the
phone. You didn't tell methatshewasstay1ng
at your apartment. Red Hat is my cousin, too.
So don't worry. Meet me @ the Volunteer
Expo from 11am to 2pm on Wed. on the
Green. I'll be in a giving mood. Barbie
Free Spring Break vacation in Cancun. College tours, the nation's largest and most successful Spring Break tour operator need enthusiastic campus representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash. Nothing to buy-we provide
everything you need. Call 1-800-395-4896 for
more information.

•

•

MINI CLASSIFIED .FORM·
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff and faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students and businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double-line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds

Cost per issue:
$<1'----Numbe.r of issues:
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WAITING FOR THE RIGHT BOUNCE

Don't Start The New Year Without Us!
•

Preshman Melinda Miller waits for the ball to land during a game this season. The women's soccer
team defeated Brevard Community College, 5-0, in an exhibition . ame Sunda .

•

823-7246
Comics .• (James •Paint.'J3a[{ (juns

OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE

A'F THE WILD PIZZA TO WATCH -

7~& ~tJS7 8~S

........................... -..........................
.

_.

- 7&9PM
•

.·

ON THE GREEN OCT. 24

All movies are FREE to students, and are shown in the
Student Activities Center

(WILD PIZZA)
at 7 & 9 pm unless noted •

&~~!% 1!@

r; fJJJ r fJJJ fil rt.

~

·c·o·m1ng·Attraet1o·ns:· ··
Speaker: Michael Levine, Ex-Director of
the DEA, exposes the truth about
America's drug law enforcement agency.
Oct. 29 @8pm in the UDR.
'

.

NOTE: all CAB events are FREE to UCF students, faculty and staff, with validated ID, unless otherwise noted

na

THURSDAY OCT. 25

VOLUNTEER EXPO--many worthwhile charities and organizations .
in Orlando need you! Now is the time to donate your services to them. Sign
· up and become involved in worthwhile causes.
PERFORMER: DEL SUGGS-- let his various music

take you away on a mid-day vacation from 11-1 pm.

lf!M&

&~ ~ !% 1!@

r; fJJJ r fJJJ fil rt.

If!}(J rt.
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SUNDAY OCT.28
MOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIEsMOVIESMOVIE

INSWE INFO: ·
WEAR YOUR FAVOR1TE COSTUME TO
THE WILD PIZZA FOR AKILLER

HALLOWEEN PARTY!
· . OCT.. 31 • 9 PM - 12 AM
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Southern territory. But Jones was
picked offby linebacker Michael Berry,
EAGLES
who ran the ball back 84 yards and
FROM PAGE 16
extended the lead to 38-17 with 2:41
left to play.
UCF was plagued by turnovers.
and ran 31 yards ~for the first down. Four interceptions and two fumbles led
Jones later scored on an 8-yard touch- to 24 of 38 points scored against the
down'run, which to cut the score to 24- Knights. The call of roughing the
14 and put the Knights back into the kicker, which was one of the Knights'
game.
seven penalties, also led to seven of the
The Knights added a Franco Grilla Eagles' points.
''We have a good football team, but
field goal in the third quarter-to make
the score 24-17. Like last year, Georgia not good enough yet," said Gene
Southern bounced back in the fourth McDowell, UCF's head coach. "Georgia
Southern did a great job.:. I really bequarter.
On their first drive of the quarter, · lieve they are the best team we've
the Eagles scored a touchdown on Ross' played yet."
Georgia Southern lost 142 yards on
4-yard carry.
Jones led another UCR drive and 14 penalties.
Five of the 14 penalties were clipmoved the Knights 59 yards to Georgia
Southern's 31. But a penalty moved ping, one of which brought back a 101UCF back 10 yards. Jones overthrew yard kickoff return by Miller, which
Beckton twice and Bret Cooper once may have been a touchdown.
and had to punt.
The game moved into blowout proportions late in the
fourth quarter. Jones led another drive deep into Georgia

~

QUARTERBACK

4~:ter the Air Force

<•

(I

(J

~·

19918.SN

STUDENTS.

•

.immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call

FROM PAGE 16

dence in all three."
"I was fortunate to be able to
move the offense. But I wasn't
fortunate enough to get the
team the victory," Jones said.
When asked ifJones earned
the starting job at quarterback
for next week's contest against
Southern Illinois, McDowell
said he probably did.
''We still have to watch the
films and evaluate from
there," McDowell said.

•

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1-800-423-USAF

When you're ready to
.,

•

•.
11•

•

..

•
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criticized for not letting the
quarterback work through
mistakes.
FROM PAGE 16
If one of the quarterbacks
had the resume Willis had last
year, it could be said that the
faces of the whole team. But quarterback deserved more
there are differences worth patience. But none of the quarnoting in this year's and last terbacks have that resume so
year's quarterback situation.
McDowell is caught in the
The quarterback suggested middle .
to be settled on was Shane
The major difference beWillis. And that's one of the tween last year's quarterback
differences between this year problems and today'~ is how
and last. Willis' performances effective UCF is in overcoming
proved that he could handle them.
the job full time.
Last year the Knights fin- ·
This·year, none of the quar- ished 7-3, and UCF, without
terbacks have proved they can solving the problem, could still
handle the job full time. They finish 8-3.
have all looked good at times,
But the stakes are different
but only for part of the game this year. The Knights needed
and not from the beginning of to defeat either Memphis
the game.
State, Eastern Kentucky or
Since the spring, McDowell Georgia Soqthern to make the
has said he wants to settle on a playoffs. To do so, UCF needed
No. 1 quarterback. But every the passing game to take contime he has tried, he has been trol, or at least not to hurt the
let down. And this is ·where team in those games.
critics can have a field day.
So this is the dilemma:
If McDowell leaves Travis
Does McDowell start
Peeples, or Rudy Jones, or Ron Peeples and stick with him
Johnson in through a lot of through many errors in hopes
mistakes, he can be knoeked that by the end of th~ season he
for having left him in too long. will have the experience to
lfhe pulls the quarterbacks lead the team next year?
after a few mistakes, he can be
Does McDowell start Jones

EXTRA

13

and hope that with more playing time th~ mistakes will finally disappear?
Or does McDowell continue
to shuffle the quarterbacks
until one of them earnsMcDowell 's confidence?
It's not an easy decision to
make. Jones is an exciting
quarterback who can put his
talents and experience to good
use, but he also has the habit of
making the big mistake at the
critical moment instead of
making the big play.
Peeples has size, a strong
arm and the potential to be a
solid, if not great, quarterback
for the Knights. But when will
he be ready, and does he deserve to take playing time
away from Jones even if ·he
isn't playing well is the question that needs to be answered.
If there is a chance to make
the playoffs (which there
probably isn't), McDowell will
have to continue to wing it and
pull the quarterbacks out of
the game before mistakes can
hurt too much.
But if he resigned to look to
next year, it may be a good idea
to let Peeples play most of the
time to see ifhe can overcome
the mistakes without the pressure of a playoff drive.

Michael Pohl//CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mark Giacone was one of the few bright spots in the UCF
offense by rushing for 123 yards against the Eagles.
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80,000
people gave
som-e thing
to the IRS
this year.
And they
can't wait
till next
year· to give ·
again.

LEAVE A SPIRITUAL . LEGACY ! !.

I ~*

Would you like to leave more behind in college than a
yearbook picture and a grade point average?

You can!
Are you looking for <! way to experience Christian
fullness in your life? Do you want to share Christ's great
message of love and forgiveness with your campus?

We'd like to hear from you!
We're the Project for Campus Renewal. Just complete
and send us the coupon below. We'll contact you and share how
you can participate in a unique program with your friends in
coHege.
,
·
We're not selling anything. But we do want to help you
leave behind something significant ... , a spiritual legacy. Please
send the coupon in today:

They volunteered their
_skills to people who
needed help doing their
taxes.
.
They weren't necessarily
accountants. They were
1 .people, like you, who have
a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others.
You can help people
, with what taxes them.
j To find out about the
free IRS training program
.l call 1-800-424-1040.
1
I
;,J:i
j

YES, I AM INTERES!ED !!
Name --------------=----------.,,...----· Please Print

Campus Address (PO B o x ) - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - City, State, Zip _ ____:._ _ _ _ _ __...;:..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Ph.# (

Best times to call: _ _ _ _a.m.

p.m.
, Living unit (Dorm, Room #, Fratemity, Sorolity, etc.)

Volunteer now.
And you'll make
someone's taxes less .
taxing later. _.:...

.-J

Year in Schoof (circle one): FR SO JR SR Grad

Mail to:

Project for Campus Renewal
6075 Roswell Road, Suite 500

Atlanta, GA

30328

Project for Campus Renewal is a ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ. Intl.

:

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.
Send letters to:

The Central Florida FuJure
P.O. Box 25000
. Orlando, FL 32816.
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Cross country_team .
falters in last 2 meets

Knights still
·search~ng _
for answers

by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTFjAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The men's soccer team has
been .struggling. With two defeats at the Rollins International Tournament last weekend, the team's record has
slipped to 4-8.
The Knights have struggled
with consistency an;d have yet
to live up to the pre-sea_son
goal of improving through a
change in attitude. .
One of the players that
Coach Bill Barker singled out
as playing solidly this year is
sophomore midfielder Dan
Cornell. But Cornell seems too
concerned with the team as a
whole to elaborate on his performance.
"I don't talk about myself,"
Cornell said. "I just don't do
that. Ask me anything about
this team and I'll tell you, but I
don't talk about myself."
What he will talk about is
the problems that led UCF to
another poor season after expectations were high ofbettering last year's 6-10-2 record. ·
"Ifwe knew that, we'd have
fixed them. I don't know what's
wrong," he said. "One thing is
people aren't playing up to
their ability. Four or five are
givingllOpercent, butthema~ority doesn't, and tha~'s hurtmg us._.
"The team is also very inexperienced and will get better
with time."
Of the roster of 27 players,
three are seniors and two are
juniors.
The team travelled to Miami over the weekend to play
games at FIU against Barry
and James Madison.

Michael Pohll/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Doug Ferrario heads the ball during last weeks' action against
FIT. The men's soccer team is 5-9 for the year.

Soccer Notes: The Knights
split their weekend games.
UCF lost to James Madison
Friday night, 5-0, but rebounded to defeat Barry Saturday, 8-1 and its record now
stands at 5-9.

After an strong showing in
Florida State University Invitational on Oct. 6, the UCF
cross country team has
slumped in its past two
meets-a situation which has
tested its motivation during
the most crucial point of its
season.
At the University of Florida
Invitational on Oct. 13, the
hilly course took the Knights
by suprise.
Leading for only a quartermile, mens' captain Kyle
Klomp was quickly fell back
into the pack. Finishing at
27:37, Klomp was followed by
Tracy Burch (27:53), Angelo
Bonarrigo (28:07), Joe Dabate
(28:20) and Scott Baldt
(28:34).
UCF finished sixth behind
the UF, Florida State, Santa
Fe Community College, Florida International and the University of Miami.
Hamperedbytheinjuries to
captain Tammy Chaimberlain
and Sandra Reintara, the
Lady Knights were unable to
field. enough runners to score
. as a team.
The State Championships
at Tampa on Oct. 19 were
much the sam~. D.abate
charged the first mile with the
leaders at a blisteringsub-4:50
mile pace. He was soon forced
to abandon the leaders and
drop back. Klomp came
through the first mile~ 4:55

and the two-mile at 10:12. By
the third mile, Klomp also
faded at 16:00.
"Breathing problems were
slowing me down," Klomp
said. "I had to collect myself
and start moving."
He managed to hold on to
finish the five-mile course at
27:41, with Burch and Peter
Fournier following close behind. Bonarrigo, Dabate and
Baldt .trailed. The team finished in the middle of the 18
teams in ninth place.
''The entire field was slow,"
UCF cross country coach
Francisco Castro said. "Practically no one on any team performed up to expectation."
"I've been working myself
up too much for these races,"
Klomp said. "I have possibly
out-psyched myself and done
too much short speed work
_ recently.
"I think its time to gear
down. The next few workouts
will likely involve less speed
and more paced mileage."
Again plagued by injuries,
the women's team fared
poorly. Without Chamberlain
and No. 3 runner Jessica Toth,
the Lady Knights were severely handicapped.
"At this.point," Castro said,
"the team must regroup and
focusuponastrongshowingat
the Conference Championships."
The American South Conference Championships will
be held in Beaumont Texas on
Oct. 29.
'
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DELIVER"Y SERVICE
We now deliver Larry's Ice Cream
(Pints and Quarts only)

F~R THE DISCRIMINATING lcouPoN-DINNER FOR 2----:-1

. CUSTOMER!

' I

. 2 SPAGHETII DINNERS W/SALAo'

I
:1 99 I
~ • .· I

I*
and garlic bread
I Not valid with other offers

BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR
~
CI._ASSES STARr:
~AT .....NOVll ......
LSAT ....OCT30
GRE.....DEC 3

scoffiis'r ,·. -

· ~STANLEY H. KAPIAN

I. Take Kaplan OrTakeYoUr Chances
2238 Winter Woods _Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400

Those of you who' are
savouring a HOT
oven Pizza made with
fresh dough, bountiful salads with
mounds of meats,
cheeses, and vegetables or one of our
authentic Italian ·
Pastas topped with a
zesty meat sauce...
We deliver until 11 p.m. on weekdays

PICK UP THE PHONE
NOW

AND DIAl

282-0505
YOUR LINE TO QUALITY!

I

L
· Kelsey's ·
:J
r,co~illJ--"LMIG"E14'·-----,

. 1.

,
CHEESE PIZZA
I
I * Not valid with other offers ONLY
L
Kelsey's

$6·

rr--------------couPoN
ANY 12" HOT

II
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Kelsey~s

~

..

oO o'{( I

GRINDER
'Not valid with other offers
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I
I
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lcouPON-- LARGE-:;-4'' - - - - - :
I
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PIZZA W/ANY ONE ITEM
*Not valid with other offers

9
$6·9
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Kelsey's
lcOUPON--TWO

·

I
I
I

I
I
I

FOR~-----~

·h

Get 2 1O" Pizza's _with
·
99
any 2 Toppings For Only $'\Q.

*Not valid with other offers
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Kelsey's

l~~ON~ARGEFORSMAL~--:

••

I
I

•

Buy 14" Pizza
For Price of 1O"

L _ ~~~ ~h oth_:offer:__ -

-

I
I

·
Kelsey's_J
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Owen puts spring into Lady Knights' attack
Senior Jennifer Owen equally adept as middle blocker or hitter
These last two seasons she's gained confidence and is not intimidated. In our last few
matches she has really played strong."
A UCF volleyball player's theme song should
Although Owen has played on some
be the Rolling Stones' classic "Jumping Jack NSWAC champion and runner-up teams, so)Ile
Flash."
of her proudest moments involve wins over
"Jennifer [Owen] _can jump," junior setter Florida Atlantic University and Rollins Col- .
Kathy Fill said." She can definitely jump. We al- lege .
ways run into each other on the court -because
"During my sophomore year, we had an insometimes she jumps so high she almost falls tense rematch with Florida Atlantic Univeron me."
sity in Boca Raton," Owen said. "The first time
o,;,en, a senior hitter/middle blocker. from we played them that season, we lost. Instead of
Clearwater High School, is having perhaps her playing at their gym, we had to play at some
best season as a Lady Knight volleyball player. middle school with no air conditioning and a
"I have played for four years with Jennifer stereo with speakers as big as I am, blasting.
and this is her best year so far," Fill said. ''This
"They won the match with one of the line
year she has been more consistent than ever judges turning out to be one of their players. _
before. Jennifer has worked ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ They came up here to play
hard and improved her deus and thought they were so
"I have played for four
fense this year.
bad. Florida Atlantic was a
"Jennifer is also more of a
years with Jennifer,
really cocky team. We
leader this year. The differpounced on them in three
and this is her best
ence between her junior and
games and swept," Owen
senior years is tremendous.
said.
year so far... she has
She's improved this year as
Last season UCF played
been more consistent." Rollins
a leader, and the other playCollege three times . .
ers listen to her."
UCF won the first match,
In the media guide Owen
but Rollins won the second.
·Kathy Fill
is listed as a hitter, but
"In the third match, they
Coach Dee Dee McClemmon
UCF volleyball player
were rubbing their preVious
bas taken advantage of her
win in our faces," Owen
versatility.
said.
"Dee Dee plays Jennifer on the outside as
''We beat them in four [games]."
hitter and on the inside as middle blocker, which
Owen is a criminal justice major who has
is hard, but she deals with it well," Fill said. plans that include traveling to the "Big Apple"
"Whenever she gets a hit she gets excited and after earning her degree .
shows it."
"I love New York and hope to live there," she
During her volleyball career, Owen has said. "I also hope to work for the FBI or CIA.
earned many awards-at Clearwater and at I've considered the Army Intelligence, but that
UCF. ~
would take too long." ·
In 1987, when Owen was a senior at Clearwa- · · Owen shares credit with her father for her
ter, she was named MVP for Pinellas county. In success on and off the court.
1986 and 1987 she earned a .place on the all"My dad really supports me by coming to as
tournament, the all-conference and the St. Pe- many games as he can," she said. "He gives me
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tersburg Times teams.
a lot of what he calls constructive criticism."
Jennifer Owen has emerged has one of the UCF volleyball
Last season the New South Women's Athletic
McClemmon said, "She's been here four team's leader in her senior year.
Conference made Owen an honorable mention years and has stuck through all of the hard
for all-conference.
times of low budgets."
.--------=--------;:.__--'---------'--'-----"----"In Jennifer's freshman year, she played Volleyball Notes: In the American South
tentatively on the court," Fill said. "During her minitournament, UCF went 1-3. The only vicsophomore year, she earned more playing time. tory was Siinday against SW Louisiana .
by Jay Rutenkroger
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· · you reading it?
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ADVERTISE IN ·
THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.
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Al fhe Back Door .

Wednesday Nites

'
•

2 for ·1 admission w/thi~ .~d

•
$1 .50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach
S1.50 drinks

Free Bud draft tlll midnight

18 +I $6

Th• best In Alternative music with DJ Johnny Ace from Daytona

,

Visit Capt Jaffry outside the Bookstore, 29-30 October 90,
10:00-2:00pm or call toll free 1-800-432-2061

5100 Adonson street. Orlando

629-4779

Knights turn the ball over five
times including 4 interceptions
against Georgia Southern
by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFwas unable to pull off the victory Saturday at
the Citrus Bowl over 11th-ranked Georgia Southern. The Eagles capitalized on UCF turnovers to come
away with a 38-17 victory before 16,258 fans.
The series between the two teams now stands at 81, in favor of the Eagles.
Georgia Southern, defending NCAA Division I-AA
Champions, is considered to be one of the best teams
in the division, even after losing its legendary head
coach, Erk Russell.
Russell led the ~team to a 15-0 season last year.
The Eagles' option offense rushed for 411 yards,
which is the most yards UCF's defense, ranked fifth
offense moved the ball effectively at times. The ·
Knights gained 174 yards passing and 245 yards
in
Division I-AA, has given up
rushing.
. this year. The Knights'
Once again UCF was unable to field a quarterback
who was able to lead the team through an entfre
game. Peeples started the game. He drove the
Knights 80 yards down the field with 13 straight
running plays on the Knights' first possession. UCF
took an early lead of seven points on Peeples' 1- yard
run.
But in UCF's next possession, on third down-and4, Peeples' pass was intercepted. The Eagles got the
ball on their own 19-yard line.
The defense was able to hold the Eagles to just 6
yards. But on the fourth-down punt, UCF was called
·for roughing the kicker.
.This incident breathed new life into the Georgia
Southern offense. The Eagles marched 81 yards to tie
the game 7-7. The key play was a 45-yard gain by Kar1
Miller.
UCF was forced to punt on its next possession. The
Eagles got the ball on the UCF 41-yard line. The
Eagles scored a touchdown on a 27-yard run by
Hopkins, giving them a 14-7 lead.
Georgia Southern added another touchdown in the

111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Rudy Jones (16) sparked the Knights' offense with his passing and scrambling when he came off the bench in
the third quarter, but he w~s unable ·to bring the Knights back to win.

second quarter, extending its lead to two touchdowns
at the half.
UCF stopped the Eagles' opening drive but the
Knights gave the ball back to the Eagles on the
Georgia Southern 26 when Peeples threw his third
interception of the game .
The Eagles' drive was stopped on the UCF 11. The
Eagles, forced to kick a field goal, extended the score
to 24-7.
Rudy Jones replaced Peeples as quarterback and
was able to lead the team 79 yards to score. The drive
was kept alive on a fake punt.
On fourth-and-1, Montrel Greene took the snap
see EAGLES page 12

Quarterbacking remains Knights' weakness
Jones' relief performance
brings Knights close,
but it was too little too late

Quarterback problem
'
carries over from last year
but with key differences

by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA f:UTURE

Last week a letter was written to
The CentralFloridaFuture's sports department concerning Saturday's football matchup between the Knights and
the Georgia Southern Eagles. The letter, written by Georgia Southern University graduate Cleve Meinke, said
that in order for UCF to win the game
it would have start junior Rudy Jones
at quarterback.
Well, Cleve, you may have been
right. Jones didn't start and the
Knights didn't win. When Jones entered the game in relief of starter
Mich11el Pohl//CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Travis Peeples in the third quarter, he
was able to move the Knights offense Travis Peeples was counted on to take control of the quarterback position, but still
with the pass and the run.
struggles because of his limited experience.
With the Knights down 24-7. Jones
came in and helped put together a 79yard scoring drive that he capped off points on the board so let's get going."' have shown some inexperience in
When Jones entered the game, the throwing into dcmble cqverage. He
with an 8-yard keeper for the Knights'
Knights scored 10 points in two and a completed 5-of-14 passes for 72 yards
second touchdown.
"Rudy said that we should run the half minutes. The shot in the arm came and 3 interceptions. He was sacked
play [the keeper], and he was able to get a little too late for the Knights after · once for 12 yards. He seemed to be
under much pressure from the Eagle
in for the score," UCF Coach Gene earlier UCF turnovers.
Three interceptions by UCF qu.ar- defensive line throughout the first half.
McDowell said.
"A quarterback coming off of the
Jones had the experience to see that terbacks led to two Eagle touchdowns
bench
comes in with no pressure on
and
one
Eagle
field
goal:
A
UCF
fumble
the play would work and the ability to
pull it off. He went on to complete 11-of- by Willie English on the Georgia South- him," wide receiver Mike Dickinson
21 passes for 89 yards with one inter- ern 3-yard line had already done too said. "He gets to see what is being run
against him and what might work.
ception. He ran for another 49 yards, much damage.
We're
lucky to have three great quarIf
we
play
this
"Turnovers
killed
us.
including the touchdown run.
terbacks
on this team. We have configame
over,
there
could
easily
have
been
"Rudy came in the huddle and took
charge," wide receiver Sean Beckton a different outcome," McDowell said.
see QUARTERBACK page 12
Peeples, a redshirt freshman, may
said. "He said, 'We need to get _some

Spo.rts scribes and other armchair
second-guessers who like to pontificate
about the decisions made by coaches
must feel as if they're in Monday morning heaven when they look at the UCF
football offense.
Headcoaches have to deal with all
the second-guessing-like Gene
McDowell. He's damned ifhe does and
he's damned ifhe doesn't. We're talking
about quarterbacks here, those sometime heros, sometime bums and always
the center-stage attractions of gridiron. We're talking about UCF quarterbacks in particular.
As has been well-documented this
year, too well-documented if you're·
McDowell, the quarterbacking has
been UCFs weakness this year. The
running game and defense has been
solid, spectacular actually, but mistakes (read interceptions) keep happening on offense in the big games.
This goes back to last year when the
Knights played the game of rotating
quarterbacks. A former Future columnist wrote that McDowell needed top
settle on a quarterback or the situation
would blow up in his face.
The situation has blown up in the
see EXTRA page 13

